
NZ Assist is a contact centre operating in the property 
investment sector. They have been providing long 
term wealth creation strategies to New Zealanders 
since 2001 on behalf of their clients. A fundamental 
aspect of this operation is building rapport with 
prospective customers by phone. 

Telephone is the number one tool that NZ Assist 
rely on to build trust with their target audience 
throughout New Zealand and generate sales 
appointments for thier clients’ consultants. The 
ultimate goal of the appointments is to convert 
prospects into customers, so the outbound calls 
made by NZ Assist are a vital part of pre-qualifying 
potential customers to meet with a consultant. 
Having a reliable and effective dialler system is of 
paramount importance to NZ Assist because their 
performance is measured on the volume of leads 
generated, driven by the number of calls made. 

When NZ Assist’s Contact Centre Consultant,  
Steve Reck, decided the time was right to upgrade 
their dialler system, getting in touch with Great 
Outcomes for advice was a no-brainer “because who 
else would you call“, comments Steve. Reck mentions 
the extremely high level of expertise that he believes 
makes Great Outcomes unique in the field of New 
Zealand based telecommunications advisors.
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CHALLENGE
As Steve puts it, their previous system was “not fit for purpose” because it was designed for inbound contact, not outbound. The 
issues this caused included lack of agility and unnecessary reliance on the vendor to assist with setting up campaigns, resulting in 
additional costs. The criteria defined for the new system included key attributes to address NZ Assist’s requirements; cloud based, 
proactive rather than reactive to handle the outbound nature of call activity, easy to use, highly automated, integrated with the 
inbound system, optimising call traffic through superior speed, achieving cost effectiveness. The dialler also needed to be stand-
alone rather than part of a package.

“Phone is fundamentally the best 
tool for building trust there is” 

Steve commenting about how NZ Assist perceive 
outbound calling to be 
absolutely critical to their 
business in creating good first 
impressions
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SOLUTION
Giles Potter, Owner and Director of Great Outcomes, rose to the challenge in a way that Steve credits as being typical of Giles’s 
responsible, tenacious approach to problem solving, “we needed his expertise, understanding and commitment to keep going 
until a solution was found” comments Steve. 

Ultimately the solution adopted with the help of Great 
Outcomes was Max Contact, a stand-alone dialler, meeting the 
brief whilst not having to replace the complete phone system. 
“We would have never found a solution that achieved the kind 
of results we’ve had without Great Outcomes” says Steve. 
“Giles wasn’t wedded to particular vendors” explains Steve, 
describing the independent way Great Outcomes diligently 
worked with their vendors to get the best solutions for  
his client.

Great Outcomes partners with the leading technology broker in the USA and that association with a ‘big player’ in the industry 
provides a wider range of options and some leverage with vendors that smaller businesses may not otherwise have. 

At the negotiation stage Steve felt that Great Outcomes’ ability to add value was highly evident. NZ Assist needed Giles to 
negotiate really hard with the selected vendor to get the billing established on a ‘per second’ basis rather than the standard 
industry ‘six second’ basis. It was this level of attention to detail and perseverance that really paid off in the end and the billing 
aspect of the project has been one of the key drivers of the amazing results achieved by introducing the new system. 

The implementation stage was seamless and NZ Assist felt that Great Outcomes ‘had their back’ so that the resulting client 
experience was to quote Steve, “painless”. The benefits of engaging Great Outcomes were extensive to the point that they 
would not hesitate to use them again for future projects, including the use of further automation, speech analytics and similar 
technology to be at the forefront of the industry; driving performance even further. 

Service provided: 
Max Contact dialler solution

RESULTS
With the enhanced functionality built into the Max Contact dialler, the results were particularly evident 
in two major performance measures:

• Speed – 2 x faster  
“We talk to twice as many people”

• Cost reduction – half the cost  
“Anecdotally, costs are 50% less than they used to be” 
NZ Assist is also delighted with the soft benefits of switching to the new system, including feedback from staff about how 
much quicker and easier it is to use. “It is also less complex to get new staff up and going on it” reports Steve, adding “the 
team likes it much better than the last system”. This is a big win for any organisation aiming to retain staff longer and allow 
new people to hit the ground running without extensive facilitation by supervisors in their day-to-day operations. 

The level of productivity improvement generated from replacing their old dialler with a new, ‘fit for purpose’ one has 
left NZ Assist very satisfied with the outcome and they will be sure to call upon Great Outcomes to solve their next 
telecommunications challenge.

“My job is to go back to the  
vendors until we get what  
we want”

Giles describing how Great Outcomes utilises their 
partnerships to get the best solutions for their clients
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